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ABSTRACT 

Performance/dependability evaluation via modeling results in fast and economic sys

tem development. Traditionally, simulations have been used to evaluate realistic systems 

but do not yield exact results. Analytic solution methods can yield exact results, but 

can suffer from the state-space explosion problem. A reduced base model construction 

technique for stochastic activity networks, which exploits the net structure to generate 

a considerably reduced state-space for systems with high degree of replication, has been 

developed. An implementation of this technique shows that it can be successfully used 

for efficiently evaluating realistic systems, previously considered unsolvable by traditional 

stochastic Petri net methods. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

1.1.1 Evaluation Techniques 

Performance and dependability evaluation of computer and manufacturing systems 

has emerged as an important research area in recent years. Evaluation techniques can be 

broadly classified into two categories: measurement and modeling [7,9,12]. Measurement, 

if carried out properly, yields accurate results. The important phases in an evaluation 

via measurement are: instrumentation, workload characterization and statistical design 

of experiment and data interpretation. The advantage of measurement lies in the fact 

that the performance of an actual system is obtained rather than that of a model of the 

system, but the drawbacks of measurement are that it requires a dedicated system and it 

cannot be carried out at the design phase. 

Modeling, on the other hand, can be used to compare the performance of alternate 

systems during development, resulting in reduced time and cost. The important phases 

in such a study are: model formulation, performance variable specification, model con

struction and model solution. The solution methods here can be analytic or simulation. 
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Historically, the performance and dependability of a system have been evaluated separ 

rately. In performance evaluation it is assumed that the structure of a system is constant. 

But in reality, many systems are degradable. For example, one of the nodes in a network 

may fail affecting the network's performance. A measure of performance in a degradable 

environment is performability [17]. Evaluation of performability of complex systems has 

prompted the development of better modeling and solution techniques in recent years. 

1.1.2 Modeling Techniques 

Modeling has found increasing acceptance in all phases of the life-cycle of a sys

tem. Modeling techniques can been broadly categorized as: deterministic and non-

deterministic. The former includes graph models and Turing machines. Non-deterministic 

tools can either be probabilistic or non-probabilistic. Petri nets fall in the latter category. 

They are useful for modeling information processing systems that are characterized as 

being concurrent, asynchronous, distributed, and/or parallel. Petri nets are useful in 

analyzing properties like reachability, boundedness, liveliness, reversibility, coverability, 

persistence, synchronous distance and fairness [21], but their non-probabilistic nature 

makes them unsuitable for performance/dependability evaluation. Probabilistic models 

are more suited for evaluation and include failure rate models, service cost and repair time 

models, reliability graphs, fault trees, Markov models, queuing networks and stochastic 

extensions to Petri nets [11], among others. Failure rate, and service cost and repair 

models are used for modeling system inputs and the rest are useful in modeling the sys

tem behavior. Of the rest, reliability graphs and fault trees fall into the category of 
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combinatorial models that enumerate all the combinations of failed and working elements 

to represent either the success or failure of a system. Queuing networks have a well 

developed theory and have been used extensively for evaluation, but they have limited 

modeling power. It is difficult to model systems that exhibit complex concurrency, fault 

tolerance and degradable performance using queuing networks. Stochastic Extensions to 

Petri nets, on the other hand, have proved useful in modeling such systems. 

1.1.3 Stochastic Extensions to Petri nets 

The concept of a Petri net originated in the doctoral work of Carl Adams Petri in 1962 

[24]. They were developed for graphically and mathematically modeling systems. The 

potential of this representation technique was soon realized, but as it became popular its 

limitations were also realized and a number of extensions were suggested. In particular, 

because of their non-probabilistic nature, standard Petri nets are not suited for perfor

mance/dependability evaluation [23]. Molloy [19], Natkin and Florin [22], and Sharpio 

[29] independently came up with the idea of introducing timing to the transitions of Petri 

nets. These extensions gave Petri nets the power for modeling complex concurrent sys

tems, among others. The possibility of extending stochastic Petri nets further, to enhance 

their representation power and modeling convenience, was soon realized. 

The second generation extension efforts focussed on three main areas. First, delays 

other than exponential were allowed to be associated with transitions. Second, transition 

with zero time delay were introduced, which replaced transitions with very fast firing rates, 

in a net with wide difference in magnitudes of firing rates. Third was the development of 
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additional constructs to facilitate compact representation of systems without changing a 

net's probabilistic behavior. 

The first such generalization proposed was "Generalized Stochastic Petri Nets" (GSPNs) 

by Marsan, Balbo, and Conte [16]. They introduced immediate transitions to model events 

that took negligible amount of time. A random switch was used to determine the proba-

bility of firing of an immediate transition, if more than one such transitions were enabled 

in marking. States in which some time was spent were termed as tangible states and the 

ones in which no time was spent were called vanishing. A model construction method 

was proposed that eliminated vanishing states, thus reducing the size of the state-space. 

"Extended Stochastic Petri Nets" (ESPNs) by Dugan, Trivedi, Geist, and Nicola [6] 

are another such generalization that allowed delays associated with transitions to have 

arbitrary distribution functions. They also introduced probabilistic arcs. These arcs are 

connected from a transition to a set of output places and deposit a token in one of the 

output places in the set according to some fixed probability distribution. Probabilistic 

arcs help realize the uncertainty about next state reached and activities enabled in a given 

state. 

A third independent extension proposed was "Stochastic Activity networks" (SANs) by 

Movaghar and Meyer [20]. It has instantaneous activities to represent events that take a 

negligible amount of time and timed activities to model delays with arbitrary distribution 

functions. Cases at the output of an activity, like probability arcs, permit the realization 

of uncertainty about activities enabled in a given marking and the next state reached on 
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completion of an activity; Input gates between places and activities and output gates be

tween activities and places help in compact representation of large systems. Reactivation 

functions associated with activities provide a mechanism for restarting activities that are 

enabled with the same or a new distribution function. These extended Petri nets have 

been used as a modeling framework in a number of performance/dependability evaluation 

tools. 

1.1.4 Evaluation Packages Based on Stochastic Extensions to Petri Nets 

There are number of first generation tools based on stochastic extensions to Petri nets. 

Most tools were implemented to support the theory behind them. A brief overview of 

some of these tools is given here. 

The tool to come out most recently is SNPN [3]. It only supports analytic solutions. It 

lacks a sophisticated user interface but allows specification of arrays of places, transitions 

and arcs between them. It supports reward model specifications, at the net level, of the 

type discussed in [25]. Steady-state and transient analytic solutions axe supported, along 

with an automated sensitivity analyzer. 

METASAN [26] uses SANs as the modeling framework. It support evaluation via both 

simulation and analysis. Four analytic solvers are provided. Direct steady-state and iter

ative steady-state give the steady-state occupancy probabilities. It has two other solvers 

for reward model solutions discussed in [25]. The simulation solver generates confidence 

intervals, using batch means method, for both steady-state and iterative simulation. 
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GreatSPN, developed by Chiola [2], is based on GSPNs. It supports both simulation 

and analytic solutions. For analysis, a solver that gives the steady-state solution for 

nets containing both deterministic and exponential delays associated with transitions is 

provided, along with a steady-state and a transient solvers. It also allows formal validation 

of quantitative behavior of the underlying Petri nets, based on invariant computation and 

on structural properties. Its simulation solver generates confidence intervals using Monte 

Carlo simulation. GreatSPN has graphical editor that runs on SUN 3 and allows limited 

rewards specification for performance variables. 

Some other tools that are similar in scope are briefly described here. SPAN, developed 

by Molloy [18], is also based on GSPNs. It has a graphical editor that runs on SUN 

2, but supports only analytic solutions. Another tool based on GSPN was developed 

by Marsan, Balbo, Giardo and Conte [15], but also supports only analytic solutions. A 

design for a software package called DEEP that uses ESPNs was described by Dugan, 

Ciardo, Bobbio and Trivedi [5]. It was an attempt to integrate the modeling and solution 

techniques of the three different research groups working in this area. ESP, developed by 

Bobbio and Cumani [4], uses "Stochastic Petri Nets" (SPNs). It supports only analytic 

solutions but allows phase-type delays to be associated with transitions. Simulation tools 

include Simula based on SPN by Torn [30] and FORCASD based on "Evaluation nets" 

by Behr [1]. "function nets" developed by Godbersen and Meyer [8] have also been used 

for evaluation via simulation in FUN and, a more extended version, DEAMON by Leszak 

[14]. 
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1.2 Research Objectives 

As discussed in the previous section, there are a number of first generation tools based 

on stochastic extensions to Petri nets, but most of them are limited to providing a con

venient representation of either a Markov process or simulation model. Hence, though 

they have been popular for simulation studies, they have not yet found widespread accep

tance in analytic studies. But, some recent breakthroughs have attracted attention of re

searchers. "Reduced Base Model Construction" (RBMC) technique proposed by Sanders 

and Meyer [25, 27] yields a considerably reduced state-space for certain restricted class of 

stochastic Petri nets. The goal of this study was to develop a second generation tool based 

on SANs that would allow evaluation of larger systems by exploiting the net structure. 

The tool, known as UltraSAN, is a second generation tool based on SANs. It differs 

from all other tools in its category. In particular, it is the first implementation of the 

RBMC technique [25] that exploits the net structure to generate a reduced base model for 

both analytic and simulation solutions. This technique results in considerable reduction 

of state-space for models common in computer networks and manufacturing systems. 

The goals of the study can be summarized as: 

a) Development of efficient data structures for storing the information about the SAN 

models and SAN Based Reward Model (SBRM). 

b) Development and implementation of efficient algorithms for the RBMC. 

c) Illustration of the usefulness of the reduced base model construction technique in 

solving large systems previous considered unsolvable. 
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Chapter 2 is an overview of SANs. Basic SAN definitions are given in Section 2 and 

Section 3. In Section 4 the issues about the behavior of SANs are considered and finally 

in Section 5 an example SAN model is given. 

Chapter 3 explains the RBMC technique. The SAN-based reward models are defined 

in Section 2. Section 3 defines the state representation for this model. 

In Chapter 4 the basic data structures and construction procedures for RBMC from 

the "composed model" are explained. Section 2 contains the description of data structures 

for state representation used in the algorithms. Section 3 defines the data structures for 

storing SAN model information. Section 4 describes the construction procedure for the 

reduced base model generation. The execution of the algorithms is discussed in Section 

5. 

Chapter 5 illustrates the usefulness of SANs in modeling realistic systems with a large 

degree of replication. 

Chapter 6 presents the conclusions reached from the study and suggests the possible 

areas for further investigation. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Stochastic Activity Networks 

2.1 Introduction 

Evaluation via modeling requires going through four basic stages. First of all, a sys

tem model needs to be formulated. After a model is formulated using some representation 

technique, performance variables need to be specified to answer questions regarding per-

formability of the system. The third stage is commonly termed as model construction. In 

this stage a base model that supports solution of the specified performance variables is 

constructed. The last stage is model solution. Here appropriate solution techniques are 

used to determine the probabilistic nature of the performance variables. 

In the first stage a suitable modeling framework must to be chosen. Petri nets are useful 

in modeling many properties of systems. But, in their original form they are not useful 

for performance/dependability evaluation. Stochastic activity networks, one extension of 

Petri nets, is a modeling framework that allows compact representation of performance, 

dependability and performability aspect of a system behavior in a single model. They 

also support efRcient solution via simulation and analysis that allows evaluation of more 

complex systems than possible using traditional techniques. 
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In this chapter Petri nets are briefly explained to develop the basic concepts needed 

to understand stochastic activity networks. Then, stochastic activities are defined and 

issues regarding their behavior are considered. Finally, examples of SANs are given to 

explain modeling using SAN and their execution. Once a SAN model of a given system is 

developed it can be used for model construction. The issues involved in model construction 

are discussed in the next chapter. 

2.2 Petri Nets 

A Petri Net [21, 23] consists of places (e.g., pi in Figure 2.1) that are connected to 

transitions (e.g., Figure 2.1) through directed arcs. Places that have arcs directed 

towards a transition are called input places of that transition and places that have arcs 

directed to them from a transition are the output places of that transition. Places hold 

tokens (e.g., the dots in p; in Figure 2.1) and arcs depict the flow of tokens in the net. 

Arcs can be weighted. The number of tokens in a place and the weights on the arcs 

are positive integers. A vector depicting the number of tokens in each place is called a 

marking of the Petri net. A transition is said to be enabled in a marking if each of its 

input places hold at least as many tokens as the weight of the arc from that place. A 

transition that is enabled in a marking may fire. When a transition is fired, it removes 

tokens equal to the weight of arcs from all of its input places and adds tokens equal to 

the weights of arcs to all of its output places. 

For example, activities t\ and t$ are enabled in the marking shown in Figure 2.1. The 

input place for t\ is pi, which has more number of tokens than the weight of the arc (two 
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0 
P4 

Figure 2.1: Petri Net Example 

in this case) from it. Hence, t\ is enabled and may lire. If fires it first removes tokens 

equal to weight of arc from all of its input places. Hence two tokens are removed from p\. 

Next tokens equal in number to the weight of the associated arc to it are added to each 

output place. In this case, three tokens are added to p% and one token to pz-

The marking describes a particular state of a Petri Net. One is usually interested in 

finding a set of all the possible states of a Petri net given an initial marking and the possible 

firing sequences of transitions. Such a set is called a reachability tree. Reachability trees 

are useful in the analysis of the behavior of systems. 

Petri nets are a powerful representation technique but still have a few drawbacks. In 

particular: 

a) Petri nets do not have the representation power of Turing machines. 

b) It is not clear which transition should fire if more than one transitions are enabled 

in a marking. 

c) There is no means of clearly modeling delays before transitions fire. 

d) It is not always possible to depict probabilistic events. 
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e) The size of Petri net model is quite large for even simple systems. 

One of the basic extensions to Petri nets that has almost become a standard is the 

inhibitor arc. A inhibitor arc can be drawn from a place to an output activity of that 

place. In these "extended Petri nets" a transition is enabled when number of tokens in all 

its input places is greater than the sum of the weights of the arcs from that place, and all 

the input places connected through inhibitor arcs have no tokens. This extension gives 

the Petri nets the representation power of Turing machines. 

2.3 Stochastic Activity Networks 

Many of the drawbacks of Petri nets have been overcome in SANs. SANs differ from 

Petri nets [20, 25] in a number of respects but at the same time the structural elements 

of Petri nets are retained for compatibility. 

In SANs, the equivalent of transitions are activities. These are of two types, instanta

neous (e.g., Ii and I2 in Figure 2.3) and timed (e.g., arrival, access and finish in Figure 

2.2). Instantaneous activities do not have any delay associated with them and complete 

as soon as they are enabled. There are input gates (e.g., size and sense.channel in Figure 

2.2) at the input of an activity and cases on the output side (if more than one they are 

represented by circles, as on the output side of I\ in 2.3). An input gate is connected to 

some number of places on its input side and is connected to a single activity on the output 

side. Each input gate has a predicate and a function (e.g., see for size and sense-channel 

in Table 2.1). Weighted arcs and inhibitor arcs at the input side of an activity are special 

input gates that have the same meaning as in Petri nets. 
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An activity is enabled if all its input gate's predicates are true. Instantaneous activities 

have priority over timed ones. Timed activities have activity time distribution associated 

with them. This gives the time delay between activation and completion of an activity. 

Timed activities also have a reactivation function that determines when an activity is 

to be reactivated. An activity that is enabled is said to be active and eventually either 

completes, after a delay determined by activity distribution, aborts when the SAN reaches 

a new marking and the activity is no longer enabled, or reactivates if the SAN reaches 

a new marking in which the reactivation predicate holds. Reactivation is squivalent to 

abort and immediate activation. 

When an activity completes, a single case is chosen, from the possible cases, according 

to a probability distribution. Each case has one or more output gates ( e.g., intra in Figure 

2.2) associated with it. The default is a single case which is chosen with probability one 

upon activity completion where all the output gates of the activity are associated with 

this case. An output gate is connected to a single case of an activity on the input side and 

one or more places on the output side. It has a function (like the one for intra given in 

Table 2.1) associated with it. Weighted arcs on the output side are special output gates. 

They have the same meaning as in Petri nets. When a case is chosen all the input gate 

functions and all the output gate functions associated with that case are executed. 

2.4 SAN Behavior 

Before discussing behavioral aspects of stochastic activity networks certain concepts 

must be developed. These concepts are discussed in detail in [25], and reviewed here. 
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•izc 

intra 

C 

Figure 2.2: Station Submodel 

Gate Type Enabling Predicate Function 

size input MARK {A) < 2 identity 

inira output if (MARK(cAanneA==0) { 
MARKfcAanneQ = 1; 
MARK(B) = 1; } 

else if (MARK(cAanne/)==l) { 
MARKfcAanneQ = 3; 
MARK(C) = 1; 
MARKU) = MARK(yt) + 1; } 

else if (MARK(cAanne/)==2) { 
MARK(C) = 1; 
MARK(J4) = MARK(yl) + 1; } 

else if (MARK(cAanneQ==3) { 
MARK(C) = 1; 
MARK(X) = MARK(X) + 1; } 

sense-channel input MARK(cAanneJ)==2) II 
MARKf ckannel)==3 

MARK(cAanneJ) = 0; 

Table 2.1: Gates for Station Submodel 
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Activity Distribution Type Parameter (Rate) 
arrival 
access 

finish 

exponential 
exponential 

exponential 

varied 
10 (normal prio. station) 
100 (high prio. station) 
if (MARK(c/umne/)==2) 

rate = 1 
else 

rate = 5 

Table 2.2: Activity Parameters for Station Submodel 

Each step in the execution of a SAN is called a configuration. It is a set of three 

elements: a marking, an activity that may complete in this marking, and a case chosen 

upon completion of the activity. This activity completion and case choice leads to another 

marking in which another activity may complete and one of its cases be chosen. Proceed

ing in this manner, a sequence of configurations can be constructed. Such a sequence is 

called a path. The marking in the first configuration in a path is termed as the initial 

marking of a path and the marking reached on the completion of the last configuration 

is called the resulting marking of a path. A marking is is said to be reachable from some 

marking if a path exists from that marking to the marking in question. A marking is sta

ble if no instantaneous activities are enabled in it, otherwise it is unstable. A path whose 

initial marking is stable and the markings of all other configurations in it are unstable is 

termed as a step. The resulting marking of a step need not be a stable one. A step is said 

to be stable if the resulting marking is stable. 

Usually, one is only interested in the stable markings reachable from some initial mark

ing of a SAN. Hence, a reachability tree with only stable markings in it is useful. In 

particular, the tree can be used to answer many questions regarding the behavior of the 
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stochastic activity network. But for this tree to be constructed, a SAN must satisfy cer

tain behavioral characteristics. The first issue relates to the feasibility of construction of 

a reachability tree with finite number of stable markings in it and the second one to the 

complete specification of the behavior. It is easy to construct very small SANs that have 

an infinite state-space. Solution techniques that require the generation of whole state-

space cannot be used for such SAN. When only stable markings are useful, steps to stable 

markings are constructed upon each activity completion. A step of infinite length might 

exist rendering the SAN unsolvable. Another structural problem may occur when there is 

more than one instantaneous activity enabled in a marking. If the order of completion of 

these activities has a bearing on the resulting stable marking, the SAN is not completely 

specified. Both of these issues are now discussed. 

2.4.1 Stabilizing SANs 

In a given SAN, a step might exist in which the number of instantaneous activity firings 

leading to a stable marking is unbounded. In other words, there may be certain sequences 

of activity completions in which each activity completion leads to a marking in which an 

instantaneous activity is again enabled. For such a SAN, it is not possible to construct a 

tree of reachable stable markings. A SAN is said to be stabilizing in a marking if the set 

of different steps from that marking is finite. It has been proven that it is not decidable 

whether a given marking is stabilizing [25]. There are, however, sufficient conditions 

by which the stabilizing property can be established, based on structural properties and 

configuration of the instantaneous activities in the network. But the problem is that even 
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if the SAN does not satisfy those conditions it might be stabilizing. Since there is no way 

around this problem, in the present implementation a step is allowed to grow to a fixed 

maximum length before concluding that the SAN is most probably unstable. 

2.4.2 Well Specified SANs 

Even if a SAN is stabilizing, it will not be solvable if it is not completely probabilisti

cally specified. Two kinds of non-determinism can occur in SANs: 

1. uncertainty as to which activity completes among the active activities. 

2. uncertainty as to which case is chosen on activity completion. 

The second uncertainty is taken care of by the case probability distribution. Two timed 

activities will never complete at exactly the same time, since timed activities have continu

ous activity time distributions associated with them. But for instantaneous activities, the 

choice of which activity, among the active ones, completes next is non-deterministic and 

not quantified by either the activity time distribution, or the case distribution. Moreover, 

more than one activities might again be active in different configurations of a stable step. 

Here, the choice of which activity completes next is non-deterministic and not quantified 

by either activity time distribution function assignment or the case distribution assign

ment. Since we are interested in possible sequences of activity completions and stable 

markings reached, we would like the probability distribution on the choice of next stable 

markings to be the same regardless of any non-probabilistically quantified activity choices 

that have been made. 
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A SAN is said to be well specified [25] if, irrespective of the activity choice in any 

configuration in any stable step, the next stable markings and the probabilities of reaching 

those markings axe the same. To check for this property, we need to construct a set of 

next stable markings for each set of different activity choices leading to those markings. 

A SAN is well specified if all of these sets have the same next stable markings, and the 

probabilities to those markings. 

To be more specific, we need to construct sets of stable steps such that, if they have 

the same marking, the same activity is chosen. A relation R is defined between stable 

steps to help generate these sets. Two stable steps are said to be related under R if for 

every marking they share, the same choice of which activity to complete is made. Having 

defined this relation, our task is reduced to generating the largest sets of stable steps 

such that, in a given set, all the stable steps are related to each other. This problem 

is thus reduced to that of generating maximal compatible sets [13] of stable steps under 

the relation R. The implementation details of this algorithm will be discussed in later 

chapters. In each maximal compatible set, there could be more than one stable step 

leading to the same stable marking, with certain probabilities. The probabilities to such 

stable marking are added to get a set of next stable steps, and probability of reaching 

them, for each maximal compatible. If, for all the maximal compatibles, the next stable 

markings and probabilities of reaching them are the same, then the SAN is well specified. 

This class of networks have their behavior completely specified. 

To illustrate these concepts, consider the SAN in Figure 2.3. It can have more than 

one instantaneous activity enabled in some markings. Hence, in those markings the SAN 
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Figure 2.3: A Well Specified Stochastic Activity Network 

must be checked to see if it is well-speciiied. In the given marking only activity T1 is 

enabled. When activity T1 completes it puts one token in B and one in E. In this new 

marking, both 71 and 12 are enabled. II has two cases. If the first case is chosen we 

get one token in D else we get one token in C. Proceeding in this manner we see that 

irrespective of order of completion of activities we get two stable markings: one token in 

D and one token in F with probability .58 or one token in G and one token in F with 

probability .42. Hence, the given SAN is well specified. 

2.5 A SAN Example 

To illustrate the use of SAN in modeling computer networks, consider the SAN model in 

Figure 2.2. The model represents a station using a variant of a non-persistent CSMA/CD. 

Here intra is an output gate, sense-channel and size are input gates, arrival, access and 

finish are timed activities and A, B, C and channel are places. The arcs have the same 

function as in Petri nets. The gate predicates and functions are given in Table 2.1 and the 
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activity time distribution parameters in Table 2.2. In the marking of the SAN shown, the 

predicate of input gate size holds. Since the only input to the activity arrival is size, the 

former is enabled. This activity has only one case which is chosen with probability one 

when the activity completes. The default case here is connected to an arc with default 

weight of one. If activity arrival completes, then first the function of each of its input 

gates, which in this case is only size, is executed. Since size has an identity function it 

does not effect the marking of the SAN. Next, function of eacli of the output gates, which 

here is the arc to place A, is executed. Thus the completion of activity arrival changes 

the marking of place A from zero to one. 

Having explained the modeling primitives used, let us examine the meaning of the 

model. Activity arrival represents the exponential arrival of packets. Place A represents 

the input queue and the number of tokens in it represent the number of packets in the 

queue. Input gate size defines the size of the input queue buifer and it (as given in Table 

2.1) turns away packets if there are already two packets in the queue. The state of C 

determines if an attempt to access channel can be made. One token in C means that a 

channel access can be attempted and no tokens means that the station is transmitting 

and hence channel cannot be accessed. Activity access represents the exponential delay 

before a station accesses the channel. B represents the transmission state of the station. 

One token in B means that the station is transmitting and no token in it means that the 

station is waiting or idle. Activity finish represents the delay between the start and end 

of a packet transmission. 
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Place channel represents the channel that is accessed by the station. The number of 

tokens in channel represent its different possible states. If the channel is idle there are 

no tokens in it. One token in it signifies that a transmission has started on the channel. 

At this point if another station accesses the channel there is a collision. A collision is 

represented by three tokens in channel. If the signal has had enough time to propagate 

to all the stations the number of tokens in channel is set to two. At this time if another 

channel accesses the channel there is no collision. 

Output gate intra represents the various actions to be taken depending on the state 

of channel when the station attempts to access the channel. If there are no tokens in 

channel at the time of access the state of the channel is changed to transmission (one 

token), a packet is removed from the buffer and the station goes into transmission state, 

signified by placing one token in B. One token from C is removed to disable channel 

access. If, on the other hand, there is one token in channel at the time of access i.e. 

some other station is transmitting, the channel goes to collision state (three tokens) and 

packet is placed back in the queue for retransmission. If there are two or three tokens in 

the channel, the channel is inaccessible and its state is not affected by the access attempt, 

but the packet has to be placed back in the queue for retransmission. These functions of 

intra are given in Table 2.1. 

A transmission of a packet ends if there is a collision or the packet has been on the 

channel long enough to propagate to other stations. These states of the channel are 

represented by two or three tokens in channel. At this point the station can attempt to 

go back to wait or idle state, from the transmission state. Here sense-channel predicate 
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Figure 2.4: Network Submodel 

becomes true and finish is activated. When Anish completes, one token is placed in C 

and a token is removed from B. This model will be revisited in later chapters, when 

needed, to explain various concepts. 

The model of the network to which this station is connected, along with its gate 

function and activity rate, is shown in Figure 2.4. Input gate prop-delayJntra enables 

the activity prop-delay each time a transmission begins (one token in channel). This 

activity is disabled if a collision takes place (marking of channel changes to three). If the 

packet is successfully transmitted without collision, i.e. activity prop-delay completes, 

the number of tokens in channel is changed to two to indicate this fact. The model of 

a local area network is obtained by merging the place channel in all the station models 

with place channel on the network. 
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At this point the basics of modeling framework used and the model construction have 

been explained. The next step is the construction of a representation that can be solved 

using traditional stochastic process techniques. This is discussed in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Reduced Base Model Construction 

3.1 Introduction 

Once a system has been modeled using stochastic activity networks, it is necessary to 

convert it to a state-level representation if the intended solution method is analytic. The 

stochastic process obtained is termed as the base model. This base model is then solved 

using suitable stochastic process solution techniques. 

The base model construction for analytic solution require the activity time distribution 

to satisfy certain characteristics. Most of the analytic solution techniques requires the 

"behavior" of the SAN to be Markov. To satisfy this requirement a SAN's activity time 

distributions must be exponential and its activities have to be reactivated often enough 

that their activity times depend only on the current marking. For now, only SANs that 

have Markov behavior are considered. 

The problem with analytic solution methods is that of state-space explosion. The 

process representation of even very small systems can grow to become too large to solve. 

This requires alternate methods of solution that either change the notion of state to 

reduce the size of the state-space generated, or do not require the generation of the 

whole state-space for solution. The reduced base model construction technique [25, 27] 
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is one such alternate technique to generate the base model that fall in the first category. 

This technique allows solution of performance variables, based on reward models, for a 

restricted, but common, class of SANs. This restricted class includes stochastic activity 

networks that have replicated components with identical reward models for each of the 

replicated components. For systems with a high degree of replication the base model 

generated is considerably smaller than that obtained using traditional techniques. This 

allows solution of much larger systems, with replicated components, than possible using 

traditional techniques. 

3.2 SAN-Based Reward Models 

Traditionally, the specification of performance variables in tools based on stochastic 

Petri nets has been similar to that of queuing networks [1, 4, 5]. But recent shift has been 

towards reward models [3, 25, 28]. Reward models appear to be a more logical way of 

specifying performance variables at the net level. Reward model based performance vari

able specification requires specification of a reward structure, performance variable, and 

identification of a solution method for the process generated using the reward structure, 

to yield the variable of interest. 

A stochastic activity network along with its reward specifications is called as a SAN-

based reward model. The restricted class of SANs, that can be solved using the reduced 

base model construction technique, may consist of a number of SAN-based reward models 

(SBRMs). As will be discussed in more detail in that which follows, each of these SBRMs 
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can be replicated a number of times, keeping certain places as common among the repli

cates, or joined to other SBRMs, merging certain places in the two SBRMs. SBRMs can 

be replicated and and joined with other SBRMs in a hierarchical manner, with certain re

strictions, to yield a composed model. The composed model can then be used to construct 

a base model using the reduced base model construction technique. 

3.2.1 Performance Variables 

There are two kinds of rewards associated with a stochastic activity network: impulse 

rewards and rate rewards. At the SAN level, impulse rewards are associated with activity 

completions and rate rewards are associated with the number of tokens in the places of 

the SAN. At the state level, impulse rewards are obtained when a transition from one 

state to another takes place while, rate rewards give the rate at which the reward is 

accumulated for the time spent in a given marking. The state-level representation of the 

reward structure can be generated automatically from the SAN-level representation, as 

will be discussed in the next chapter. In the initial state the impulse reward is assumed 

to be zero for all the reward structures as there was no activity completion leading to this 

state. 

The variable associated with a reward structure can be either instant-of-time or interval-

of-time (see Figure 3.1). Both types can have a finite or infinite time as the reference 

point. Infinite time as reference time implies that the reference point is the time at which 

the system reaches steady-state. The instant-of-time variable gives the value of the reward 

at the reference point t while the interval-of-time variables give the reward in an interval 
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Figure 3.1: Performance Variables 

of time / starting from the reference point t. The interval-of-time variables can either be 

time averaged or cumulative. In the former, we divide the total reward accumulated in 

the specified interval of time by /. The interval-of-time variables can also be calculated 

for an interval of infinite length. 

This definition of SAN-based reward model in [25,28] allows only one reward structure 

to be associated, with a SAN at a time, for base model construction. In the present 

definition we allow more than one reward models to be associated with a SAN. This was 

a logical extension for implementation, since a user is often interested in evaluating more 
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than one performance variable for a given SAN and it would be inefficient to allow him 

to specify only one variable at a time and re-run the model for each new variable. 

3.2.2 Construction Operations 

Replicate and join operations help Construct the composed model for hierarchical sys

tems. The composed model is built, from bottom, up. In the process of composed model 

construction, the models involved in the construction at each level are SBRMs. The com

posed model can be specified graphically in termB of a tree structure. Each node in this 

tree can be a replicate, join or a subnet. A subnet is a basic SBRM that is specified by 

the user. This SBRM can then be replicated or joined with other SBRMs. Hence, in 

the composed model tree structure the leaves are always subnets and all other nodes are 

either replicates or joins. A replicate can only act on one SBRM at a time, and therefore, 

can have only one child node. On the other hand, join can act on any finite number of 

SAN-based reward models at a time, and hence, have more than one child. At each node 

in the composed model tree, a set of common places (referred to as distinguished places in 

[25]) can be specified. At each replicate node, the common places must be a be a subset 

of common places of its child [25]. 

The rules for specifying the common places at a join node are different from those in 

[25]. In [25], a common place at a join must be common to all the children nodes and 

could include 1) places declared common at a level below if the child were a replicate 

or a join, or 2) any places in the SAN if the child was a subnet. The new rules allow 

more flexibility in composed model construction. Now, a common place in a join can be 
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obtained by merging places from two or more, but not necessarily all, of its children. If 

the child node is a subnet, any place in the subnet can be merged into a common place. 

But, if the child node is either a replicate or a join, the common place can only be chosen 

from the set of common places at the child node. The common places at a join node 

are the union of all the common places obtained using this new definition. To meet the 

lumping theorem requirements, all the replicates must have the same structure. The new 

definition of join operation results in replicates that have the same structure, and hence 

meets the lumping requirements. 

3.3 State Representation 

There are two requirements that a state representation should satisfy to be of use: 

it must be solvable and must support all defined variables. If solvability were the only 

requirement, then the states of a SAN would be lumped together in such a way that 

the behavior of the reduced model is easy to deduce. On the other hand, if support 

of variables were the only requirement, we would keep track of the different possible 

values of the variable, but the resulting process might not be Markov. Hence, the state 

representation should be such that it results in state-space reduction and at the same 

time supports variables. In reduced base model construction this is done by keeping both 

the information about the marking and the reward structure in the state. 

In particular, a state of a subnet is a particular marking of a SAN along with the 

sets of pairs of rate rewards and impulse rewards for the defined variables. A naive 

way of generating the state-space representation for a composed model would be to keep 
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track of the marking and reward structures of each individual SBRM at each node in the 

hierarchy. In the reduced base model construction method we do not distinguish between 

the replicated SBRMs at any replicate node in the composed model hierarchy. Instead, 

we only keep track of the number of replicates in a particular marking rather than keeping 

track of the state of each individual SBRM. This results in a significant reduction in size 

of the state-space, especially if the amount of replication is large, and as shown in [25,27] 

results in a process that is still Markov if the detailed process is Markov. Rate rewards 

depend on the marking alone, hence if two markings are same they will have the same 

set of rate rewards, but they might have different sets of impulse rewards depending on 

which activity completion led to this state. Two states are equivalent if they have the 

same marking structure (to be defined later) and the same impulse rewards. The reward 

for the composed model in a given marking is the sum of the rate rewards of each of its 

subnet in that marking. 

To make these ideas more concrete, consider the SAN model of a LAN using CSMA/CD 

protocol discussed earlier. The station subnet here is the one shown in Figure 2.2. Its 

gate functions and activity rates are given in Table 2.2. The network subnet along with 

its gate function and activity rate is shown in Figure 2.4. This LAN can have a number of 

stations on it. The state-space of the model built using traditional methods would grow 

rapidly in size with the number of stations. But, using replicate and join operations, a 

composed model, that has a considerably smaller state-space, can be constructed (as will 

be seen in the next chapter). In the composed model, the station subnet is replicated 

n times keeping channel as common between them. Next, the SBRM obtained after 
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replication is joined to the network subnet with channel held common between the two 

SBRMs. The result is a composed model representing a LAN with n CSMA/CD stations 

transmitting on it. 

Having defined the model, we need to define the reward structures for each subnet, for 

each variable we are interested in, before generating the state-space. Say, for example, we 

are interested in finding the average number of packets in the input queue of a station in 

steady state and the average number of times an station attempts to access the channel 

in an interval of time / in steady state. For these variables we will need to construct two 

different reward structures. For the first variable, we must define a reward structure for 

each subnet as follows. For the station subnet the rate reward at any time is equal to 

the number of tokens in place A, at that time and the impulse reward associated with 

each activity is zero. For the network subnet the rate reward is zero in all the markings 

and the impulse reward associated with activities is also zero. Similarly, for the second 

variable the reward structure is constructed as follows. In the station subnet an impulse 

reward of one is associated with activity access and zero with the remaining activities. 

The rate reward is zero in every marking. In the network subnet rate reward is again zero 

in all markings and the impulse reward associated with the activities is also zero. The 

composed model tree structure is shown in Figure 3.2. 

Given this composed model, we axe able to generate an approach notion of a state, as 

will be discussed in detail in the next chapter. Initially, all the replicates are in the same 

marking with two tokens in place A, one token in place C and no tokens in places B and 

channel. The impulse rewards in the initial state are assigned to be zero. The procedure 
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for obtaining the rate reward is described in detail in the next chapter. The initial state of 

the composed model is a tree structure of the form shown in Figure 3.3. If activity access 

completes in one of the n replicates, this submodel goes to a new marking in which there 

is one token each in places A, B and channel and none in place C. Now the marking 

tree and the state take the form shown in Figure 3.4. The marking tree structure will be 

discussed in detail later. 

At this point, the theory behind the reduced base model construction has been ex

plained. In the next chapter we explain in detail an implementation of this technique. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Data Structures and Construction Procedures 

4.1 Introduction 

As seen in the previous chapter, the highest level of abstraction in reduced base model 

construction is the composed model. A composed model can have one or more subnets. 

A subnet contains the complete definition of a SAN along with its reward structures. The 

number of reward structures depend on the number of variables. Once all the subnets are 

completely specified a composed model is specified along with its initial marking. This 

is done in a bottom up manner using the replicate and join operations, as defined in the 

previous chapter. 

Once a composed model is completely specified, a reduced base model can be generated. 

This requires generation of the entire state space, starting from the initial state. Each 

state in the construction of reduced base model is defined by a "marking structure" and 

sets of reward structures corresponding to the defined performance variables. A marking 

structure is a tree structure that has a close resemblance to the composed model tree 

structure. A "sub-marking" is the marking of a particular subnet in the composed model. 

To generate the state space of a composed model, one sub-marking of the composed 

model is considered at a time. In each sub-marking, one activity enabled in it is considered 
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at a time. For each activity enabled, one case is considered at a time. The sub-marking 

obtained for this activity completion and case choice is subjected to a well-specified check. 

The well-specified check algorithm returns, for a particular activity completion and case 

choice, all the possible next stable sub-markings and probabilities of reaching those mark

ing, if the SAN is well specified in that marking. Otherwise, the algorithm exits and an 

error is reported. For each next stable sub-marking obtained, a new marking structure 

is constructed. Next, the state corresponding to each new marking is generated after 

determining the rate rewards and impulse rewards. Next, each new state is compared 

with the states already generated. If it does not already exist, it is added to the list of all 

states generated. Finally, the rate to this state from the current state is added to the list 

of rates in the current state. This process is continued till all states have been checked 

for their next possible states. 

4.2 State Representation Data Structures 

In reduced base model construction, definition of the appropriate marking structure is 

the key to the state space reduction. By keeping track of only markings and number of 

replicated elements in those markings we are in fact achieving a lumping of states. The 

amount of lumping depends on the amount of replication. 

Since we must store one marking structure for each state generated, the marking 

structure has to be memory efficient. Moreover, we must represent places that are common 

between different replicated and joined sub-models. A naive way of keeping track of 

the marking of the composed model network would be to keep a marking array in each 
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distinct subnet to keep track of the marking of all places in that subnet. But this would 

require going to each distinct subnet sharing a common place with the subnet in which 

an activity completes and modifying the marking of the common places. The way around 

this problem is to keep track of the marking in a marking tree structure with the marking 

of a place being stored at the highest level at which the place is common to two or more 

submodels. But the question remains as to how to change the marking when an activity 

completes in a particular subnet. Another problem is that the marking of a composed 

model with many levels of replication becomes complex and a change in marking of a 

subnet can result in a completely different marking structure. The solution was found by 

developing the concept of a sub-qiarking. 

The marking, the sub-marking and the route are three important abstractions that 

facilitate the development of the reduced base model construction procedure. The marking 

of a composed model contains the information about the number of tokens in every place 

in the composed model. The sub-marking contains the complete information about the 

number of tokens in a particular subnet in the composed model. The route helps find the 

subnet of interest in the tree. Each of these concepts is now defined in more detail. 

4.2.1 Marking Structure 

A marking structure is a tree structure that depicts the number of tokens in in the 

different places in the composed model. Each node in this tree can either be a replicate, 

join or subnet. The number of children of a join node is always Axed but the number of 

children of a replicate is variable. This is so because we do not keep track of the marking of 
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each individual station. We only keep track of distinct markings of the replicated SBRMs 

and number of SBRMs in those markings. The children nodes are arranged in decreasing 

order according to an ordering determined by considering the marking structure as a 

sequence of integers, regardless of the meaning of the fields. At the first point of difference 

in the structure the SBRM that had a greater value is considered to be greater. At each 

node we have an array of marking of common places that have not already been declared 

to be common at a level above it. The leaves of a marking tree are always subnets that 

are in distinct markings and all other nodes are either replicates or joins. 

4.2.2 Sub-marking 

A sub-marking is the marking of a distinct subnet in the composed model. The set 

of common places at a node are either subsets of places common in its children nodes, if 

the node the child node is a replicate or a join, or a subset of places in the subnet, if the 

node is a subnet. The level at which the marking of a place occurs is the highest level at 

which the place is common to two or more subnets. Hence, to obtain the marking of a 

subnet, the array of marking of common places at each node are collected as we traverse 

the marking tree from the topmost node to the subnet leaf. The set of arrays obtained is 

the sub-marking of a subnet. A sub-marking is used at each step of execution of a SAN 

to obtain the new sub-marking of the subnet in which the activity completed and finally 

is used along with the route to generate the new marking tree. 
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4.2.3 Route 

Each node in the marking tree at each level can have one or more children nodes. 

While traversing the marking tree, the information about the child node chosen is stored 

in the route structure. This information is later used while generating the new marking 

tree, to reach the subnet in which the new sub-marking was generated. 

For example, consider our, by now familiar, LAN example given in the last chapter. 

Figure 4.1 depicts a particular marking structure for a twenty station LAN and the route 

taken to reach a particular leaf of the tree. Figure 4.2 shows the route (also shown using 
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dotted lines in Figure 4.1) and the sub-marking of the subnet in the leaf. This example 

would be revisited later in the chapter. 

4.3 SAN Model Data Structures 

Each composed model has an array of subnet structures. Each subnet structure con

tains all the information about that subnet in the composed model. This information 

includes an array of place structures, an array of activity structures for timed activities, 

an array of activity structures for instantaneous activities and a pointer to a function that 

returns the rate reward in that marking. 

In a SAN, the activities and places are the two main structures. A place structure 

contains the information that allows us to access the marking of the place. The level of 

the place determines the place array in the sub-marking that contains the marking of the 

place and the offset of the place in the array of marking of common places at that level 

gives the precise location of the marking of the place in the sub-marking. 
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An activity structure contains all the information about its inputs and outputs that 

help us reach a new marking, once an activity completes. It has a list of input gates and 

a list of cases. Each input gate has pointer to a function that checks its predicate and a 

function that executes its input function. Each case structure has a pointer to a function 

that returns the probability of that case being chosen in the current sub-marking, and a 

list of output gates associated with it. Each output gate has a pointer to a function that 

executes the output function associated with that gate. Timed activities are assumed to 

be exponential. If the activity is timed, the activity structure also contains a pointer to 

a function that returns the activity time distribution rate in the current sub-marking, a 

pointer to a function that determines whether the activity needs to be reactivated in the 

current sub-marking and a list of impulse rewards associated with the activity in different 

reward structures. 

4.4 Construction Procedures 

Once the subnets are completely specified, the composed model must be specified. 

A hierarchical composed model structure is specified in a bottom up manner. The 

composed model has a tree structure with all its leaves as subnets and all other nodes 

as replicates or joins. After the specification of composed model the initial marking tree 

is constructed. At this point the reduced base model can be generated. The procedures 

for reduced base model construction were stated at a very high level in [25, 27]. These 

procedures provided a guideline for this work. 
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4.4.1 Main Procedures for Reduced Base Model Construction 

While generating the reduced base model, we keep track of: a set of all the states 

generated (SetAUStates) and a set of states whose next possible states have not yet been 

explored ( UnCheckedStates). While the second set of states is not empty, we delete one 

state from this set, obtain its next possible states and update the set of all the states. The 

procedure GenerateProcess takes the InitialState of a composed model and attempts 

to generate the base model. It stops execution if the number of states becomes too large 

to be stored in the (virtual) memory of the computer, if a path in the generation of stable 

steps becomes too large, or if it is discovered that the SAN is not well specified. 

Procedure 4.4.1 GenerateProcess(/nitia/5fate) 

Variables: 

InitialState: 

SetAUStates: set of all possible states = {{/mixa/State}}. 

UnCheckedStates: set of all unexpanded states = {{InitialState}} 

CurrentState: state to be checked 

Begin: 

While UnCheckedStates jt NULL: 

CurrentState = some.element{ UnCheckedStates} 

UnCheckedStates = UnCheckedStates - CurrentState 

CheckState( CurrenJSfate) 

End. 
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There can be one or more subnets in a distinct sub-marking in a marking tree. The 

number of leaves in a marking tree is equal to the number of distinct sub-markings. 

Hence, the logical way of generating the next possible markings is first to generate the 

next possible sub-marking for each sub-marking and using this new sub-marking to build 

the new marking tree. The routine CheckState takes one sub-marking at a time and 

calls GenerateNextstableStates to obtain the next stable states of this sub-marking. 

Procedure 4.4.2 CheckState(CurrentState) 

Variables: 

CurrentState: State to be checked. 

CurrentSubMarking: A two dimensional array of marking of common places in the 
marking tree for a particular subnet in a distinct marking in the CurrentState. 

Route'. Vector of node child positions leading to a particular subnet. 

Begin: 

V leaves G marking tree 

Build CurrentSubMarking and Route while traversing down the marking tree in 
the CurrentState to reach a leaf. 

GenerateNextStableStates( CurrentSubMarking, Route) 

End. 
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Routine GenerateNextStableStates considers one-by-one each activity enabled in 

the current sub-marking, and each case of that activity enabled. It performs the well spec

ified check on new sub-marking obtained by executing the SAN and passes the set of next 

possible sub-markings and probabilities of reaching those markings to BuildNewStates. 

Procedure 4.4.3 GenerateNextStableStates( CumenfS'uiMarimg, Route) 

Variables: 

CurrentSubMarking: A two dimensional array of marking of common places in the 
marking tree for a particular subnet in a distinct marking in the CurrentState. 

Route: Vector of node child positions leading to a particular subnet. 

SetNextStableSubMarking: Set of next possible stable sub-marking that can be 
reached after an activity completion and case choice in a sub-marking. 

Begin: 

V timed activities in the subnet: 

If (activity is enabled) Then: 

V cases: 

NewSubMarking = Execute all the input gate functions of the activity 
and the output gate functions associated with the case. 

SetNextStableSubMarking = WellSpecifledCheck(AreiuS'u6Marfcmfif) 

BuildNewStates( CurrentMarking, Route, SetNextStableMarkings) 

End. 
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BuildNewStates takes the current state and the set of possible next stable sub-

markings and calls GenerateNewMarking to obtain the new marking structure. The 

rate reward for this new marking is calculated, using the marking structure, from bottom, 

up. For a join node the rate reward at each node is the sum of the reward of its children 

nodes. For a replicates the rate reward of each child in a distinct marking is calculated. 

The total reward for each distinct child node is multiplied by the number in that marking 

and added together to obtain the total reward for the replicate node. We proceed in this 

manner till we reach the topmost node. Impulse rewards in a state are the sets of impulse 

rewards associated with the activity completion leading to this state. 

Procedure 4.4.4 BuildNewStates(Curren£SWe, Route, SetNextStableMarkings) 

Variables: 

CurrentState: State to be checked. 

Route: Vector of node child positions leading to a particular subnet. 

SetNextStableSubMarking: Set of next possible stable sub-marking that can be 
reached after an activity completion and case choice in a sub-marking. 

NewSubMarking: New state generated using a next stable sub-marking. 

NextStableSubMarking: An element of SetNextStableSubMarking. 

Begin: 

V NextStableSubMarking e SetNextStableSubMarking: 

NewState = GenerateNewMarking(CurrentState, NewSubMarking) 

Generate rate reward and impulse reward for NewState. 

If (NewState £ SetAllStates) Then: 

SetAllStates = SetAllStates U NewState 

UnCheckedStates = UncheckedState U NewState 
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End. 

4.4.2 Procedures to Check if a SAN is Well Specified 

Instantaneous activities might be enabled in a sub-marking obtained by an activity 

completion in a subnet. Hence, this new sub-marking needs to be subjected to well 

specified check. Procedure WellSpecifiedCheck, first calls GeneratePathsToStable-

SubMarkings which generate all the stable steps (paths with all sub-markings except 

the resulting sub-marking as unstable). If there is more than one such path, then there is 

a possibility that the SAN is not being well specified. To test whether this is the case, the 

maximal compatibility sets of these paths are generated. If all the maximal compatible 

set has same set of next stable sub-markings and the probability of reaching each of the 

markings is equal for each set, then the SAN is said to be well specified. The procedures 

to determine this are given in detail below. 

Procedure 4.4.5 WellSpecifiedCheck(5u6Marfcmg) 

Variables: 

SubMarking: Sub-marking in which well specified chech is performed. 

SetPaths: A set of all the steps from a sub-marking. 

Begin: 

GeneratePathsToStableSubMarkings(5u6Mar£t'n<7, SetPaths) 

If number of Paths > 2 Then: 

PairwiseCompatibilityArray = 
GeneratePairwiseCompatibilityArray(5'efPa</is) 

SetMaximalCompatibilitySets = 
GenerateMaximalCompatibilitySets(Pa:nj;tseCompa<t6j7i<j/J4miy) 
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If (all sets € SetMaximalCompatibilitySets do not have the same set of next 
stable markings and same probabilities of reaching those markings) Then: 

Stop, as SAN is not well specified. 

End. 

Procedure 4.4.6 GeneratePathsToStableSubMarkings(5u6Afar&in<7, SetPaths) 

Variables: 

SubMarking: 

SetPaths: A set of all the steps from a sub-marking. 

Begin: 

While (SubMarking is not stable): 

V instantaneous activities enabled: 

If (this is not the first activity that was found to be enabled in SubMarking) 
Then: 

NewPath = Copy of configurations leading to the present one from the 
previous Path 

SetPaths = SetPaths U NewPath 

V cases: 

If (not the first case of this activity) Then: 

NewPath = Copy of configurations leading to the present one from 
the previous Path 

SetPaths = SetPaths U NewPath 

Probability of reaching this marking = (Probability of reaching previous 
configuration)-(case probability) 

CurrentSubMarking = Execute all the input gate functions of the 
activity and output gate functions associated with this case 

Generate current configuration. 

GeneratePathsToStableSubMarkings(Curren&?ubMar&in<7, 

SetPaths) 

End. 
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T4 

T3 B 

Figure 4.3: A Well Specified Stochastic Activity Network 

' pathl: < 1000000, Tl, 1x0100100,71,1 >< 0001100,/3,1 >, 
path.2 : < 1000000, Tl, 1 >< 0100100,71,2 >< 0010100,72,1 >< 0001100,73,1 >, 
path3 : < 1000000, Tl, 1 >< 0100100,71,2 >< 0010100,72,2 >< 0000101,73,1 >, 
pathA : < 1000000,Tl, 1 >< 0100100,71,2 >< 0010100,73,1 >< 0010010,72,1 >, 

' pathb : < 1000000, Tl, 1x0100100,71,2 >< 0010100,73,1x0010010,72,2 >, 
path6 : < 1000000,Tl, 1 >< 0100100,73,1X 0100010,71,1 >, 
path7 : < 1000000, Tl, 1 X 0100100,73,1 X 0100010,71,2 X 0010010,72,1 >, 
path8 : < 1000000, Tl, 1 X 0100100,73,1 X 0100010,71,2 X 0010010,72,2 > 

Figure 4.4: Set of Stable Steps for Stochastic Activity Network of Figure from Marking 
10000000 by Completion of Activity Tl. 

The algorithm for generating the maximal compatibility sets of paths is similar to the 

one given in [13]. To understand this algorithm, consider the SAN in Figure 4.3. The set 

of stable steps for this SAN with 1 token in place A and no tokens in any other place is 

shown in Figure 4.4. Each element in the path is a configuration. Each configuration has 

a sub-marking, an activity that completes in that sub-marking and the case chosen on 

that activity completion. 



Path Number 

2 1 

3 1 1 

4 1 0 0 

5 1 1 0 1 

6 0 0 0 0 0 

7 0 0 0 0 0 1 

8 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

Path Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Figure 4.5: Pair-wise Compatibility Array for Given Paths 

step! : {8} 
step2 : {8,7} 
step3 : {8,7,6} 
stepAi {8,7,6}, {5} 
stepb : {8,7,6}, {5,4} 
step6: {8,7,6}, {5,4}, {3} 
step!: {8,7,6},{5,4},{3,2} , 
stepS: {8,7,6}, {5,4,1}, {3,2,1} 

Figure 4.6: Steps in the Generation of Maximal Compatibles 
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Figure 4.5 shows the pair wise compatibility array of these paths obtained using pro

cedure GeneratePairwiseCompatibilityArray. A one in this array denotes that the 

paths numbers of its row and column are compatible, and a zero indicates that they are 

incompatible. Procedure GenerateMaximalCompatibilitySets generates the maxi

mal compatibility sets of paths using this array. To do this, we first create a maximal 

compatibility set with only the last path in it. After that we consider one column at 

a time, starting from the rightmost column, of the pair-wise compatibility array. The 

step wise maximal compatibility set generation for this example SAN is shown in Figure 

4.4.2. Initially one set is added to SetMaximalCompatibilitySets. This set contains only 

the last path. Next, one column of the PairwiseCompatibilityArray is considered at a 

time, starting from the right most one. If the path number corresponding to the column 

is not compatible to any path on this the column, a new maximal compatibility set is 

created with only this path in it and added to SetMaximalCompatibilitySets. Otherwise, 

for each set in SetMaximalCompatibilitySets, if the current path is compatible to all the 

elements it is added to the set. If the column is not compatible with any of the sets, but 

is compatible to a subset of two or more elements of some set, a new maximal compatible 

set is created with those subsets of elements, and the current path and added to SetMax

imalCompatibilitySets. Finally, if there are some pair-wise compatibles of the current set 

that have not already been included in some set,.a new maximal compatible set with the 

two paths in it is created and added to SetMaximalCompatibilitySets. This procedure is 

repeated for all the columns proceeding from right to left. 
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Procedure 4.4.7 GeneratePairwiseCompatibilityArray(5eiPat/»s) 

Variables: 

SetPaths: a set of all the steps from a sub-marking 

Begin: 

For t = Second Path to Last Path: 

For j = First Path to i: 

If Path j is compatible with Path i Then: 

AreCompatible[t][j] = TRUE 

Else AreCompatible[t][j] = FALSE 

End. 

Procedure 4.4.8 GenerateMaximalCompatibilitySets(Pairu>&eCompati6!7ityi4rray) 

Variables: 

PairwiseCompatibilityArray. 

SetMaximalCompatibilitySets = {{Last Path}} 

Begin: 

For t = (Last Path - 1) to First Path: 

If i is not compatible with any path > (i -f 1) Then: 

SetMaximalCompatibilitySets = SetMaximalCompatibilitySets + {t} 

Else: 

V sets in SetMaximalCompatibilitySets: 

If (i is compatible with all the elements of thisset) Then: 

thisset = thisset U i 

If (not compatible with any set € SetMaximalCompatibilitySets) Then: 

If (compatible with a subset of more than 1 paths in some set) Then: 

SetMaximalCompatibilitySets = SetMaximalCompatibilitySets U {t 
U subset} 

SetMaximalCompatibilitySets = SetMaximalCompatibilitySets U sets of 
compatible pairs not included in any existing maximal compatibility set 
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End. 

4.4.3 Procedures for Generating a New Marking 

After an activity completes, a case is chosen, and all the next stable sub-markings are 

obtained after the well specified check, we generate the possible new marking structures. 

This is done using the current marking, the route to current sub-marking and the new 

sub-markings. To generate the new marking tree, the route is first used to traverse the 

current marking tree to the leaf of the subnet where the activity completed. Once we 

reach the leaf, we start comparing the arrays of marking of places in the current and the 

new sub-marking, from that level. 

If no difference is found in the arrays, we keep on going up, one level at a time, untill 

we find a difference. If no difference is found at any level, we just copy the whole current 

marking tree. If a difference is found at some level, then we copy all the children nodes of 

that node from the current marking and replace the current array of marking of common 

places at that node with the new one. After a difference is found at a level, all the levels 

above it will see a new child node along the route. If these nodes are joins, then the 

marking structure does not change and we copy all the child nodes, other than the one 

on the route, from the current marking, and replace the child node on the route with the 

one developed by the level below it. 

On the other hand, if the node is a replicate, the development of a new node is not 

as straightforward. Here, all the children not on the route are compared with new node 
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generated by the level below. If the new node is found to be same as an existing one, the 

number of replicates of the SBRM in that marking is incremented by one and the child 

node is copied. If the new node is not found to be in the same marking as the existing 

node, the existing node is copied keeping the number of replicates in it same as in the 

current marking. If the child node on the route had more than one replicates in that 

marking then the child node is copied and the number of replicates in that marking are 

decremented by one. Finally, when all the children nodes have been checked and the new 

child is not found to be same as one of the existing ones, a new child node is created with 

one replicate in that marking. This algorithm is given in detail below. 

Procedure 4.4.0 GenerateNewMarking( CurrentState, NewSubMarking) 

Variables: 

CurrentState. State to be checked. 

NewSubMarking: New state generated using a next stable sub-marking. 

Begin: 

Goto the leaf in CurrenState-Marking where NewsubMarking was generated. 

While the level is not the topmost level: 

If (node is a subnet) Then: 

If (array of places in the NewsubMarking different form the current one) 
Then: 

Build new subnet node. 

Else: 

If (no difference is found in the arrays of the current and the new 
sub-markings up to the level below this) Then: 

If ( difference is found between the array of places of the current and 
the new marking ) Then: 

Copy the current marking structure till this node and put the 
pointer to to the new array of places at this level. 
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Else If (node is a replicate) Then: 

BuildNewReplicateNode 

Else If (node is a Join) Then: 

Copy the current marking structure to this level replacing the child node 
leading to the leaf of interest, with the new node already developed. 

Go up one level 

End. 

Procedure 4.4.10 Procedure: BuildNewReplicateNode 

Begin: 

V children nodes of the replicate node 

If (the child node is not on the route) Then: 

If (the marking of new child node on the route = marking of this node) 
Then: 

Number of this child in new marking = number in currentmarking + 1 

Else: Copy the current marking structure up to the child node with the 
same number of replicates as in current marking. 

Else: If (the number of replicates in the current child node > 2 ) Then: 

Decrement the number of replicated in this marking by one. 

Copy the current marking up to this node. 

If (the new child was not found to be the same as one of the existing ones) Then: 

Create a new child node with the number in that marking as 1. 

Arrange the children nodes in decreasing order. 

Fill in the values for replicate node at this level. 

End. 
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4.4.4 Illustration of Procedures 

To illustrate the algorithm for generating the new marking, consider the state of the 

LAN composed model shown in 4.1. If activity access completes in the sub-marking 

shown, the marking of channel changes from one to two, but none of the other places axe 

affected. To generate the new marking structure, the marking tree is traversed along the 

route until the middle leaf is reached. Since the place marking array in this leaf is the 

same as the one in the new sub-marking, the execution goes up one level. At this level 

there is no common place that is not a common place in its parent nodes and, hence, there 

is no question of a difference in marking of places at this levels. Execution thus again goes 

up one level. We are now at the topmost join node with the channel as the common place. 

A difference in current and new sub-marking arrays is found at this level and, therefore, 

all children nodes below this level are copied and the new common place marking array 

is placed at this node. The marking tree is essentially the same as previously except the 

number of tokens in channel as different. The new state reached is depicted in Figure 

4.7. 

Now suppose activity arrival completes in the first leaf in the sub-marking on the 

route shown in Figure 4.8. This results in the marking of place A in one of the eighteen 

stations to change to two. To build the new marking the current marking tree is traversed 

up to the leaf of interest and the new marking in the marking array of places at this level 

is compared with the current marking. Since the marking of place A is different, a new 

subnet node is built at this level as shown in Figure 4.9 and the execution goes up one 

level. This is a replicate node. Here procedure BuildNewReplicateNode is called as a 
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|channel: 21 

A: 01B: 1 |C: oj—1 | A: 21B: 0|C:i|— 

Number in Marking: 18 Number in Marking: 1 Number in Marking: 1 

Node Type: Replicate 
Array of Common Places: 
Array of Children Nodes: 

Node Type: Subnet 
Array of Common Places: 
Array of Children Nodes: 

Node Type: Subnet 
Array of Common Places: 
Array of Children Nodes: 

Node Type: Subnet 
Array of Common Places: 
Array of Children Nodes: 

Node Type: Join 
Array of Common Places: 
Array of Children Nodes: 

Node Type: Subnet 
Array of Common Places: 
Array of Children Nodes: 

Array of Rate Rewards : 
Array of Impulse Rewards: 
Marking: 

Figure 4.7: A State of LAN Example 

Position of 
Child Node 

Level 0 

Level 1 

Level 3 

Arrays of Common Places 
at Different Levels 

channel: 1 

A: 1 B:0 C:1 

NULL 

Route Sub-marking 

Figure 4.8: A Sub-marking and Route for LAN Example 
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Node Type: Subnet 
Array of Common Places: 
Array of Children Nodes: 

[A: 21B: 0|C:1|— 

Figure 4.9: A Node in the New Marking 

new child node has been created. This child is compared with other children nodeB that 

are not on the route to the leaf of interest. It is found to be same as the middle child in the 

current marking so the number of replicates in the marking of that child is incremented 

by one and the node is copied from the current marking. The remaining child node, which 

is not on the route is copied without changing the number of replicates in that marking. 

Now, since there is more than one replicate in the marking of the child node on route, the 

child node on route is copied and the number of replicates in that marking is decremented 

by one. Finally, the replicates are ordered in decreasing magnitude and execution goes 

up one level. The new replicate node is shown in Figure 4.10. The node a level above is 

a join and, hence, all the children nodes that are not on the route are copied from the 

current marking. The new child node developed at the level below replaces the child in 

the current marking, along the route. The Anal marking structure appears as shown in 

Figure 4.11. 

At this point the working of the whole algorithm for generating the state space can be 

explained. For this let us again consider the friendly LAN example. Let us modify the 

gate predicate of size to limit the input queue buffer size to one and let the number of 

stations in the LAN be two. Figure 4.12 shows the initial state of the composed model of 

this LAN. A more compact representation of the marking structure is used in this figure 
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; Array of Common Places: j 1 null | 
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| Number in Marking: 17 : 
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Array of Children Nodes: 

Figure 4.10: A Node in the New Marking 
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Figure 4.11: A State of LAN Example 
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Rate: 20 | 

Impulse: 00 | 

Marking: J 0 
1 i 

R null Snull 
2 

SI 01 

Figure 4.12: Initial State of LAN Example 

showing only the marking of places at different nodes in the marking tree. The initial 

state becomes the CurrentState and its marking tree is traversed to yield a sub-marking. 

All the next stable sub-marking of this sub-marking are then generated. Here there is 

only one next stable sub-marking resulting from the completion of activity access. The 

sub-marking and its next stable sub-markings are given in Figure 4.13. The set of next 

stable sub-markings and the rates to those states are used to build the new marking and 

the new state of the process. The information about the set of next stable states and the 

rates to those states is updated. Since this new state does not match any of the existing 

ones, it is added to the sets SetAUStates and UncheckedStates. Now, we traverse to the 

second leaf in the tree to obtain another sub-marking of the initial state. There are no 

activities enabled in this sub-marking hence we do not have any next stable sub-marking. 

Figure 4.13 shows the sub-marking of the subnet in this leaf. The state space at this time 

looks like the one in 4.14. Proceeding in this manner the whole state space for this LAN 

is generated and is given in Figure 4.15. 
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Figure 4.13: Sub-maxkings in the Initial State of LAN Example 
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Figure 4.14: State-space of LAN Example 
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Figure 4.15: State-space of LAN Example 
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CHAPTER 5 

Example Studies 

5.1 Introduction 

Several example studies are presented in this chapter to illustrate the usefulness of the 

reduced base model construction techniques. The first example considered is the LAN 

example discussed in the earlier chapters. Two different configurations of this LAN are 

considered, one where all stations are homogeneous and one where there are two classes 

of stations. Next, a network with two LANs connected through a bridge is considered. 

Finally a degradable multiprocessor model, without any replication, is considered. The 

results show that the present implementation of the reduced base model construction 

technique: 

1. Can be used to evaluate realistic systems, with high degree of replication, that are 

not solvable using traditional methods. 

2. That memory, and not time, is the constraint in the state-space generation using 

the current implementation. 

3. Even though memory is a constraint, the number of states generated is large enough 

to support solution of many realistic systems. 
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4. If the composed model is a single subnet the algorithm is more time and space 

efficient. 

5.2 CSMA/CD Local Area Network 

The station and the channel submodels were discussed in previous chapters. Two 

different scenarios were considered for the local area network. In the first scenario all the 

stations are identical. In the second scenario there are two kinds of stations: high priority 

and low priority. The priority is determined by the amount of time a station waits before 

accessing the channel. The higher priority stations on the average wait one tenth of the 

time of the other stations. The composed model tree structure for the two scenario are 

shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.3. The first reward structure discussed in Chapter 5 was 

associated with the subnets. 

The models were run on a SUN 3 workstation with 8 megabytes of memory, a DEC 

2100 workstation with 8 megabytes of memory, and a SUN 4/390 server with 32 megabytes 

of memory. In the first scenario the results were obtained for different number of stations 

on the LAN. In the second scenario, results were obtained for varying number of low and 

high priority stations. The results regarding the time and space efficiency are given in 

the Tables 5.2 and 5.4, respectively. 

5.3 Two CSMA/CD LAN Network 

The example considered earlier was a model of a single LAN. But many a times a net

work consists of more than one LAN. In such a network, two or more LANs are connected 
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Number 
of 

Stations 

Number 
of 

States 

SUN 4 SUN 3 DEC 2100 Number 
of 

Stations 

Number 
of 

States 
Time Space Time Space Time Space 

Number 
of 

Stations 

Number 
of 

States (sec) (kbytes) (sec) (kbytes) (sec) (kbytes) 

5 153 1.6 393 6.0 344 1.1 180 
15 1,213 17.4 1,008 61.1 768 14.0 708 
25 3,273 44.6 2,336 172.5 1,384 46.7 1,828 
35 6,333 89.7 4,088 345.4 2,632 66.7 3,496 
45 10,393 153.6 6,562 575.6 4,280 117.1 5,676 
55 15,453 238.5 9,552 879.7 6,352 187.1 8,392 
65 21,513 354.6 13,288 1232.7 8,824 275.7 11,656 
75 28,573 498.0 17,640 1653.2 11,712 404.2 15,452 
85 36,633 596.5 22,148 2167.5 15,016 624.7 19,796 
100 50,598 896.0 31,264 1045.9 27,324 
150 113,398 1893.9 70,088 

Figure 5.2: CSMA/CD LAN Composed Model: Scenaxiol Results 
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Figure 5.3: CSMA/CD LAN Composed Model: Scenario2 

No. of 
Stations 

No. of 

States 

SUN 4 SUN 3 DEC 2100 No. of 
Stations 

No. of 

States 
Time Space Time Space Time Space 

n m 

No. of 

States (sec) (kbytes) (sec) (kbytes) (sec) (kbytes) 

3 3 1,174 19.0 1,016 81.3 794 19.9 770 
3 5 2,686 51.5 2,072 214.4 1,456 52.9 1,648 
3 7 4,818 104.0 3,480 416.5 2,482 111.0 2,965 
5 5 6,105 148.2 4,484 568.5 2,874 131.9 3,716 
3 10 9,168 211.0 6,236 846.1 4,448 224.8 5,282 
5 7 10,901 268.2 7,448 1099.1 5,124 288.1 6,340 
7 7 19,434 525.0 12,972 2113.0 9,088 450.7 11,984 
5 10 20,685 577.2 13,024 2233.4 9,640 554.9 12,728 

Figure 5.4: CSMA/CD LAN Composed Model: Scenario2 Results 
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together, at the media access layer, through a "bridge". A bridge (also referred to as a 

media access control (MAC) bridge or data link relay) is a device which interconnects 

LANs and allows stations on different LANs to communicate as if they were on the same 

LAN. A bridge between two LANs can be modeled as a set of two stations. Each of these 

receive internetwork traffic from one LAN and transmit it on the other LAN. 

The station submodel for a system consisting of two CSMA/CD LANs connected 

through a bridge, is slightly different from the one in the earlier example, and is shown 

in Figure 5.5. Here, we have two cases at the output of finish. Choice of the first 

case indicates that the packet was destined for a local station. Likewise, the choice 

of the second case indicates the packet is destined for a remote station. Hence, this 

packet, after transmission ends, is placed in the input queue of the bridge. The gate 

bridge-queuesize, as the name suggests, specifies the bridge queue buffer size. The gate 

function for bridge-queuesize increments the number of tokens in place bridge ji by one 

if the number of tokens in it is less than one. The bridge and network submodel is shown 

in Figure 5.6. In principle, it acts like two CSMA/CD stations, each receiving packets 

from one LAN and transmitting them on the other LAN. The network submodels are the 

same as the ones for a single LAN example and are merged with the bridge model. The 

composed model is shown in Figure 5.7 

This model was run on a SUN 4/390 server with 32 megabytes of memory. The results 

were obtained by varying the number of stations in each LAN. The results regarding the 

time and space efficiency are given in the Table 5.8. 
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Figure 5.5: Station Submodel for two LAN Network 

5.4 Fault-Tolerant Multiprocessor Model 

In the first two example studies, we considered systems with replicated components 

and illustrated the usefulness of reduced base model construction technique in evaluating 

such systems. The last example considered is a simple model of a fault-tolerant mul

tiprocessor. This model was chosen to assess the usefulness of the implementation in 

evaluation systems that do not have any replication. The model represents a system that 

starts with n processors. When a processor fails the system goes into recovery mode and 

after a delay either, recovers with n — 1 processors working or, crashes. 

The model of the fault-tolerant multiprocessor is shown in Figure 5.11. The number of 

tokens in place Procs represents the number of processors in the system at a given time. 

Activity arrive represents the arrival of faults. When a fault occurs for the iirst time in a 

processor, one token, representing a faulty processor, is added to place Fault. Cases, at 

the output of the activity arrive, have marking dependent probabilities associated with 
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Figure 5.7: Two LAN Network Composed Model 

No. of No. of SUN 4 
Stations States Time Space 
n m (sec) (kbytes) 

2 3 1,800 30.4 1,499 
3 3 3,600 72.8 2,793 
3 5 8,820 206.5 6,709 
4 5 14,553 -371.4 11,141 
2 10 15,660 361.0 11,698 
5 5 21,609 583.1 16,646 
3 10 31,320 842.5 23,273 
5 8 50,715 1504.2 38,976 
8 8 119,025 4293.8 93,112 

Figure 5.8: Two LAN Network Composed Model: Results 
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Figure 5.9: Case Probabilities for Fault-Tolerant Multiprocessor Model 

Gate Type enabling Predicate Function 

can-arrive input MARK(Procs) > 
MARK(Fault) 

Identity 

result output MARK(Procs) = MARK(Procs) - 1; 

fail output MARK(Procs) = 0; 
MARK(Fault) = 0; 

Figure 5.10: Gates for Fault-Tolerant Multiprocessor Model 

them, which helps determine whether the fault occurred in processor that already has a 

fault. The choice of the first case signifies that the fault occurred in a new processor and, 

hence, one token is added to place Fault. On the other hand, the choice of second case 

signifies that the fault occurred in an already faulty processor and, therefore, no token is 

added to Fault. 

Activity recover represents the time spent before recovering from the fault. There are 

two cases associated with this activity. The choice of the first case signifies successful 

recovery from the fault and gate result decrements the number of tokens in Procs by 

one. The second case choice signifies that the system could not recover from the fault 

and the gate fail sets the number of tokens in both Fault and Procs to zero. The case 

probabilities of the two activities axe given in Table 5.9 and the gate function are given 

in Table 5.10. 
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Figure 5.11: Fault-Tolerant Multiprocessor Model 

Number Number SU rN 3 SU rN 4 
of of Time Space Time Space 

Processors States (sec) (kbytes) (sec) (kbytes) 

50 1,326 19.0 668 6.3 860 
100 5,151 79.5 1,712 28.4 2,473 
150 11,476 179.0 3,383 65.5 5,144 
200 20,301 324.2 5,504 117.5 8,871 
250 31,626 511.0 8,544 192.1 13,664 
300 45,451 745.2 12,264 258.1 19,513 
350 61,776 1001.0 16,656 330.0 25,560 
650 212,226 1190.4 87,784 

Figure 5.12: Fault-Tolerant Multi-Processor Model: Results 

This model was run on a SUN 4/390 server with 32 megabyte of memory and a SUN 3 

workstation with 8 megabyte of memory. The results regarding time and space efficiency, 

obtained for varying number of processors in system are given in Table 5.12. 

5.5 Conclusion 

The results show that the present implementation is extremely efficient in time and 

generates extremely large state-spaces very fast. But, it runs out of memory before it 
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runs out of time. The time for state-space generation also depends on the amount of real 

memory and swap space available on the computer. As the size of the process becomes 

larger than the real memory allocated to it, the computer starts swapping and some 

overhead is incurred. 

The study also shows that the reduction in state space is very high if the stations 

are identical. If the stations are slightly diiferent, the state-space reduction goes down 

significantly. Finally, the results obtained for the last model suggest that the current 

implementation can be used for efficiently evaluating systems that do not have any repli

cations. In fact, since the marking structure of such system is small, it allows generation 

of much larger state-spaces, in lesser time, than for system with complex composed model 

structure. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Discussion and Conclusions 

The objective of the study was to design and implement a reduced base model con

struction technique for stochastic activity networks. The objective was achieved by 

1. Developing data structures for reduced base model construction, 

2. Developing efficient data structures for SAN models, 

3. Developing and implementing reduced base model construction technique using the 

work in [25] as the guideline, and 

4. Illustrating the usefulness of reduced base model construction technique for solving 

realistic systems. 

The choice of data structures and the abstractions has a great impact on the time and 

space efficiency of an algorithm. Hence, a significant amount of effort was directed toward 

development of different concepts and data structures. The most challenging problem was 

the development of a marking representation that is space efficient, but at the same time 

allows an efficient method for generating the next stable markings after each activity 

completion in this marking. Another challenging problem was development of efficient 
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algorithms for well specified check as it is performed each time a new marking is generated 

and more than one instantaneous activities were found to be enabled in it. 

After careful deliberation, it was decided that a tree structure was best for holding the 

marking of the composed model. The concept of a sub-marking also helped in keeping 

the algorithms for reduced base model generation clean and efficient. 

Data structures for holding the information about the SAN model also required careful 

thought, as they had a direct impact on the time efficiency of the tool for both simulation 

and analysis studies. The idea of using level and offset in the place structure for accessing 

the marking helped keep the model data structures static and separate from the ones used 

for state space generation. 

On running the implementation, contrary to expectation, memory and not time was 

found to be the limiting factor. Hence, new methods for space savings were explored. It 

was noticed that the next stable marking tree structure bears a close resemblance to the 

original marking tree. This fact was exploited by only generating the parts of the new 

tree structure that are different from the old one. This change in the storage method 

helped reduce the space requirements by half. 

6.1 Areas for Further Research 

The theory of reduced base model construction is under development and there are 

a number of interesting areas for investigation. One such area is the development of 

construction techniques that would result in a space-saving by exploiting the symme

try of models connected in different structures than possible using replicate and join 
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operations, e.g. rings and hypercubes. Such structures are encountered very often in 

performance/reliability evaluation of computer systems and networks. 

The structure of the composed model can have an important impact on the number of 

states generated. It should be interesting to investigate exactly how a composed model 

should be constructed to obtain maximum amount of saving in the number of states. 

Techniques for constructing an optimized composed model structure for a given composed 

model should also be looked into. 

As the memory was the constraint in the generation of state-space, more efforts must 

be directed towards developing techniques for space saving. A bit level encoding for 

marking and reduction of the number of pointers in the marking structure might result 

in some, though probably not too significant, amount of saving. Algorithms to efficiently 

detect which marking structure is closest, in structure, to a new one and generating only 

the parts that are different from this marking, should be investigated. 

In the present implementation, the lumping was achieved in the definition of the mark

ing structure and, for two states to be equivalent, their marking structures are required 

to be the equivalent. But for support, only the reward structure needs to be preserved. 

Hence, a lumping directly on the states of the reduced base model, without affecting the 

Markov nature of process, might be feasible. The feasibility of an efficient implementation 

for achieving this lumping is unclear, but worth investigating. 

Finally, another interesting area of investigation would be to look at alternate tech

niques that do not require generation of any state-space. There have been some recent 
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progress in this area [10] that have made the prospects of further breakthroughs look 

promising. 
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Appendix A 

Reduced Base Model Construction in UltraSAN 

UltraSAN files exist below the directory usan. The main directories under usan are 

include, lib, man, and arc (see Figure A.l). include contains all the include files used in 

UltraSAN. The ones of interest for RBMC are sdp.h, repjoin.h and global-RBMC.h. 

A.l UltraSAN Data Structures and Source Code 

The SAN model data structures are specified in file sdp.h in usan/include directory. A 

listing of this file is given below. 

/* 
* Created for use in UltraSAN, Copyright (c) 1990 University of Arizona 
* 

* '/.wy. '/.G7. 

* Ron Johnson and Manish Rai 

*/ 

#ifndef SDP.H 

#define SDP.H 

/* 
* Macro defines 

*/ 
#define MARK(i) *(*(subMark + place[(i)].level) + place[(i)].offset) 

/* 
* Defines for well specified check. 

* /  
#define HAX.NUM.PATHS 200 
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Figure A.1: UltraSAN Files and Directory Structure 
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tdefine HAX.NUH.SUBHARK 200 

•define HAX.PATH.LENGTH 200 

/ *  
* General purpose typedefs 

*/ 
typedef char* String; 

typedef short Num; 

typedef short Index; 

tifdef boolean 

fundef boolean 

tendif 

tifdef True 

fundef True 

tendif 

#ifdef False 

tundef False 

tendif 

typedef enum {False, True} boolean; 

typedef boolean (*Predicate)(); 

typedef double timeValue; 

typedef short check; 

typedef check (*Check)0; 

/* 
* Place structure - contains the Place's name, its marking via level and 

* offset, and an array of the indices of the Activities of which this 

* particular Place is an output. 

*/ 
typedef short Level; 

typedef short Offset; 

typedef short OutputlnstantActivitylndex; 

typedef short OutputTimedActivitylndex; 

typedef struct { 

String name; 

Level level; 

Offset offset; 

Num numOutputlnstantActivitylndex; 

OutputlnstantActivitylndex *outputInstantActivityIndex; 

Num numOutputTimedActivitylndex; 

OutputTimedActivitylndex *outputTimedActivityIndex; 

> Place; 

/* 

* DirPlace structure - contains the index number to find itself in the 
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* Place array, and the number of direct connections between itself and 

* a given Activity. 

*/ 
typedef struct { 

Index index; 

Num numConnections; 

> DirPlace; 

/ *  
* InhibPlace structure - contains the index number to find itself in the 

* Place array, and the number of inhibitor connections between itself 

* and a given Activity. 

* /  
typedef struct { 

Index index; 

Num numConnections; 

} InhibPlace; 

/ *  
* InputGate structure - contains the Input Gate's name, its predicate 

* and its function. 

* /  
typedef struct { 

String name; 

Predicate predicate; 

Check function; 

> InputGate; 

/ *  
* OutputGate structure - contains the Output Gate's name, and its 

* function. 

*1 
typedef struct { 

String name; 

Check function; 

> OutputGate; 

/ *  
* Kase structure - contains the probability function, the number and 

* array of the directly connected Places, and the number and array of 

* Output Gates connected to it. 

* /  
typedef double probValue; 

typedef probValue (*Probability)(); 



probability; 

numDirPlaces; 

*dirPlace; 

numOutputGates; 

•outputGate; 

typedef struct { 

Probability 

Num 

DirPlace 

Num 

OutputGate 

> Kase; 

/* 
* Reactivation structure - contains the activation predicate function, 

* and the reactivation predicate function. 

*/ 
typedef struct { 

Predicate activation; 

Predicate reactivation; 

> Reactivation; 

/ *  
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* /  
typedef timeValue 

typedef double 

typedef paramValue 

typedef Par am 

typedef double 

typedef struct { 

String 

Num 

Index 

Num 

DirPlace 

Num 

InhibPlace 

Num 

InputGate 

Num 

Kase 

DistributionType 

Parameter 

Activity structure - contains the Activity's name, the number and 

index of all Places connected to it, the number and array of all 

directly connected Places, the number and array of all Places 

connected by inhibitor Arcs, the number and array of all Input Gates 

the number and array of all Kases, the distribution type and 

parameters, the number and array of reactivation functions and the 

array of impulse rewards associated with it. 

(•DistributionType)(); 

paramValue; 

(*Param)(); 

Parameter[3]; 

•ImpReward; 

name; 

numPlaces; 

•placelndex; 

numDirPlaces; 

*dirPlace; 

numlnhibPlaces; 

•inhibPlace; 

numlnputGates; 

*inputGate; 

numKases; 

•kase; 

distributionType; 

parameter; 
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Reactivation •reactivation; 

ImpReward impReward; 

> Activity; 

/* 
* Subnet structure - contains the Place array, InstantActivity array, 

* TimedActivity array, pointer to a function that that returns the 

* rate reward in a given marking, a maping from a place in the 

* submarking to its position in the place array, and the maximum 

* number of subnets that can be in the same marking, for each subnet. 

* The last two are used only in simulation solutions. 

•/ 
typedef double *rateRe?Value; 

typedef rateRewValue (*RateRevard)O; 

typedef struct { 

String name; 

Num numPlaces; 

Place •place; 

Num numlnstantActivities; 

Activity •instantActivity; 

Num numTimedActivities; 

Activity •timedActivity; 

RateRevard rateReward; 

Num ••placeMap; 

Num maxNumlnSameMarking; 

> Subnet; 

#endif /• SDP_H •/ 

The reduced base model construction data structures are specified in repjoin.h in di

rectory usan/include. A node in a composed model is a Rep Join structure in which the 

code determines if it is a replicate, join or a subnet. The code for replicate, join and 

subnet is a negative number equal to the number of replicates, zero, and index in subnet 

array, respectively. firstEleArr is the pointer to the array of common places at the node 

and the number in this array is numlnArr. numNextLevel is the maximum number of 

children nodes possible and nextLevArr is a pointer to an array of pointers to next level 

structures. nextLevArr is a union of RepJoin ,MidHeapStrct and Rep structures. A join 
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node has array of pointers to next level nodes. A replicate has a pointer to array of Rep 

structures. A Rep structure has a pointer (rep Join) to the child node and the number of 

replicates in the marking of that child node (numRep). Rest of the data structures are 

self explanatory. A listing of this file is given below. 

/ *  
* Created for use in UltraSAN, Copyright (c) 1990 University of Arizona 
* 

* y.w/. y.c•/. 
* Hanish Rai and Bob Fraire 

*/ 

/* 
* Reduced Base Model Construction header file. 
*/ 

#ifndef REPJ0IN_H 

tdefine REPJOIN.H 

struct repJoin; 

struct rep; 

struct midStrct; 

/* 
* Array of pointers to next level structures in a marking tree node 

* /  
typedef union { 

struct repJoin **repJoin; 

struct midStrct *heapStrct; 

struct rep **rep; 

}NextLevArr; 

/ *  
* Each node in a marking tree structure 

* /  
typedef struct repJoin { 

Num code; 

Num numlnArr; 

Num *firstEleArr; 

Num numNextLevel; 

NextLevArr nextLevArr; 

} RepJoin; 
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/ *  
* Intermediate structure between a replicate node and the next level 

* node in the marking tree structure. 

*/ 
typedef struct rep { 

Hum numRep; 

RepJoin •repJoin; 

> Rep; 

/ *  
* Each element in the linked list of next states and rates to those 

* states for a given state. 

* /  
typedef struct rateList { 

int stateNum; 

double rate; 

struct rateList *next 

> RateList; 

I* 
* A state 

* /  
typedef struct state { 

RepJoin •••mark; 

double 

double 

RateList 

RateList 

} State; 

*rateResArr; 

*impRevArr; 

•firstRate; 

*lastRate; 

/ *  
* Used by vellSpecCheck to return the list of next possible sub-markings 

* and probabilities of reaching those markings. 

*/ 
typedef struct { 

Num numSubMarks; 

Num ***subMarkArr; 

double *probArr; 

}SubStates; 

I* 
* Each element in the linked list of unchecked states. 

*/ 
typedef struct stateList { 

State lvalue; 
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struct stateList *next; 

>StateList; 

/*  
* Each element in the linked list used for compatibility set generation. 

*/ 
typedef struct intList { 

Num value; 

struct intList *next 

>IntList; 

/* 
* Each node in the AVL tree holding the set of all states 

* /  
typedef struct treeState { 

State •ptr; /* ptr to entity associated with node */ 

int num; /* number assosiated with entity */ 

struct treeState *left; /* pointer to left child */ 

struct treeState *right; /* pointer to right child */ 

Num bal; /* balance facter of this node */ 

}TreeState; 

/* 
* An array of these elements form a path. The first configuration in a 

* path contains the resulting marking of the path and probability of 

* reaching that marking. Rest contain the submarking and activity that 

* completed in that sub-marking. 

*/ 
typedef struct { 

Num **subMark; 

union { 

Activity *instAct; 

double *prob; 

> value; 

> Confg; 

tendif /* REPJOIN.H */ 

The source code for RBMC routines is in the src directory. The detailed discription of 

all the routines in this directory is given in Chapter 4. The procedure names in the source 

files match the algorithm names used in chapter 4, to aid in matching code to algorithm. 

These routines are compiled into a library. These files can currently be compiled on SUN 
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4, SUN 3 and DEC 2100 systems with the object code generated being stored under SUN4, 

SUNS and MIPSEL directories, respectively. Command make install, when executed in 

the appropriate directory, installs UbRBMC.a in directory usan/lib. 

The source code for the default functions for the gates and the cases used in the com

posed model can be found in the directory libdefaulLprocs. The procedure for generating 

the library of these functions is same as above, and results in the creation of the library 

libdefaulLprocs. a. 

A.2 Example Model Specification 

Having described, in general, the internal file structure used to specify composed SAN-

based reward models, we now illustrate its use by defining the internal representation 

for our running LAN example. In general, all the composed SAN-based reward models 

(called "projects" in that which follows) for a single user are held in a directory structure 

in the users file space. For illustration purposes, we will assume that these files are in 

the projects directory, which contains several composed models. Each composed model 

has its own directory under projects directory (e.g., Ian and internetwork in Figure A.2). 

This directory contains all the information r.bout a composed model developed by the 

user. In the composed model directory there is a separate directory for each submodel 

(e.g., station and bus in Figure A.2). Each submodel directory has a include file that 

contains the data structures of that model. All the functions specified for that model are 

also in this directory. Before a composed model can be specified all its subnets must be 

specified. A listing of the include file (station.h) for the station subnet of the CSMA/CD 

LAN example is given below. 

/ *  
* station subnet header file 
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Ian 

projects 

• • • 

internetwork 

Makefile 
lanii 
main_ssg.c 

staiion.h 
staiion_IF_sense_channel.c 
station_IF_size.c 
station_IP_sense_channel.c 
station_IP_size.c 
stalion_OF_intra.c 
station_RateReward.c 
station_access_Pl.c 
station_anival_Pl .c 
station_finish_Pl.c 

MIPSEL SUN4 

station 

SUN3 

network, h 
network_IF_pda_gate.c 

network_IP_pda_gate.c 

networlcRateReward.c 

SUN4 SUN3 

network 

statioaa networks 

Figure A.2: Project and Composed Model File Structure 

MIPSEL 
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* /  

iifndef STATION.!! 

•define STATION.H 

/ *  
* station forward procedure declarations 

*/ 
extern paramValue station.arrival.PI(); 

extern paramValue station.access.PlO; 

extern paramValue station.finish_Pl(); 

extern timeValue exponC); 

extern boolean station.IP.sizeO; 

extern boolean station.IP.sense.channelO; 

extern check station_IF_size(); 

extern check station_IF_sense.channel(); 

extern check station_OF_intra(); 

extern rateRewValue station.RateRevardQ; 

/* 
* station Place information 

*/ 
OutputTimedActivitylndex 

station_A_OTAI• = { 0, 1 }, 

station.B.OTAI • = { 2 }, 

station_C_OTAI • = { 1 }, 

station_channel_OTAlD= { 2 >; 

#define station.NumPlaces 4 

Place 

station.PlaceD = 

{ "A", 2, 0, 0, NULL, 2, station_A_OTAI >, 

{ "B", 2, 1, 0, NULL, 1, station_B_OTAI >, 

•C "C", 2, 2, 0, NULL, 1, station.C.OTAI >, 

{ "channel", 0, 0, 0, NULL, 1, station_channel_OTAI } 

>; 

/ *  
* station Timed Activity information 

*/ 

Index 

station.arrival.PI • • { 0 }, 
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station_access.PI• * { 0, 1, 2, 3 >, 

station.finish.PID • { 1, 2, 3 >; 

DirPlace 

station.access.I.DPD « { { 0, 1>, {2, 1>>, 
station.finish.I.DPQ • { { 1, 1 > >; 

DirPlace 

station_arriveJ._Cl.DPD • { { 0, 1 } }, 

station.f inish.Cl.DPD • { { 2, 1 > >; 

InputGate 
station.arrival.IGD * 

•C 
{ "size", station.IP.size, station.IF.size > 

>. 
station.finish.IGD s 

•C 
•C "sense.channel", station.IP.sense.channel, 

station.IF.sense.channel > 

>; 

OutputGate 

station.access.OGD = 

•c 
•C "intra", station.OF.intra > 

>; 

Kase 

station.arrivai.CaseArrayD = 

•C default.probability, 1, station.arrival.Cl.DP, 0, NULL } 

>. 
station_access_CaseArrayD " 

•c 
{ default.probability, 0, NULL, 1, station.access.OG > 

>. 
station.finish.CaseArrayD s 

•C default.probability, 1, station.finish.Cl.DP, 0, NULL > 

>; 

double 

station.arrival.IRD • 

{  0 .0  > ,  
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station_access_IRD • 
{ 0.0 >, 

station_finish_IRD • 

•C 0.0 >; 

tdefine station.NumTimedActivities 3 

Activity 

station.TimedActivityD « 

{ "arrival", 1, station_arrival_PI, 0, NULL, 0, NULL, 1, 

station.arrival.IG, 1, station.arrival.CasoArray, expon, 

{ station_arrival_Pl, NULL, NULL >, NULL, station_arrival_IR >, 

{ "access", 4, station.access.PI, 2, station_access_I_DP, 0, NULL, 

0, NULL, 1, station_access_CaseArray, expon, 

{ station_access_Pl, NULL, NULL >, NULL, station.access.IR >, 

i "finish", 3, station_finish.PI, 1, station.finish.l.DP, 0, NULL, 
1, station.finish.IG, 1, station.finish.CaseArray, expon, 

{ station.finish.Pl, NULL, NULL >, NULL, station.finish_IR > 

>; 

tendif /* STATION.H */ 

Each function in a subnet is found under the "function_name.c" file. A listing of 

functions used in the station submodel is given below. 

#include <sdp.h> 

check station_IF_sense_channel(place, subMark) 

Place tplace; 

Num **subHark; 

•C MARK(3) a 0; retum(O); > 

#include <sdp.h> 

check station.IF.size(place, subMark) 

Place *place; 

Num **subMark; 

{ return(0); > 

#include <sdp.h> 

boolean station_IP_sense_channel(place, subMark) 

Place *place; 

Num **subMark; 
{ if((MARK(3) ==2) II (MARK(3) == 3)) return(True); 

else return(False); } 
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•include <sdp.h> 

boolean station.IP.size(place, subHark) 

Place *place; 

Num ••subMark; 

{ if(HARK(0) < 2) return(True); else return(False); > 

tinclude <sdp.h> 

check station_OF_intra(place, subHark) 

Place *place; 

Num **subMark; 

•C if( HARK(3) « 0) -C HARK(3) > 1; MARK(i) - 1; > 

else if( MARK(3) — 1) { HARK(3) - 3; HARK(2) - 1; 

MARK(O) - HARK(O) + 1; > 

else if( HARK(3) «= 2) { HARK(2) - 1; HARK(O) - HARK(O) + 1; > 

else if( HARK(3) == 3) { HARK(2) - 1; HARK(O) - MARK(O) + 1; > 

return(0); > 

#include<sdp.h> 

paramValue station_access.Pl(place, subHark) 

Place *place; 

Num **subMark; 

{ retum(lO.O); > 

#include<sdp.h> 

paramValue station_arrival_Pl(place, BubHark) 

Place "place; 

Num **subMark; 

{ return(.09); } 

#include<sdp.h> 

paramValue station_finish_Pl(place, subHark) 

Place *place; 

Num **subMark; 

{ if(HARK(3) == 2) return(1.0); else retum(S.O); } 

The reward structures for a subnet are specified in two phases. The impulse rewards 

are associated with activities hence each activity has an array of impulse rewards (ele

ment impReward in Activity) associated with it (see file station.h). The rate rewards are 

associated with sub-markings of subnets. A function (stationJtateReward) is defined in 
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the subnet that returns an array of rate rewards in a given sub-marking. This function is 

given below: 

*include<sdp.h> 

rateRewValue station.RateRevard(place,subMark.rateRew) 

place •place; 

Num ••subMark; 

double •rateRew; 

{•rateRew = Mark(0); retum(rateRew); > 

Each subnet also has a SUN4, a SUNS and a MIPSEL directory. The functions in 

a subnet are compiled into a library under the appropriate directory using following 

sequence of commands. 

rm •. [oa] 

c c  - c  - g  . . / • . c  - I . . / i n c l u d e  

ar cq subnet.name.a •.o 

ranlib subnet.name.a 

In our example, a similarly structured subnet is built for the network submodel, but 

not shown here for lack of space. Once the subnets are specified, the composed model 

structure must be specified. This is done through Ales in the directory for the composed 

model. The listing of this include file for our friendly LAN example (lan.h) is given here 

for scenario 1 (as shown in Figure A.2). 

/• 
• lan project header file 

*1 

*ifndef LAN.H 

#define LAN.H 
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•include <stdio.h> 

•include <sdp.h> 

•include <repjoin.h> 

•include <default_procs.h> 

/* 
* Include all subnet header files. 

*/ 
•include "station/station.h" 

•include "bus/bus.h" 

/*  
* Precision information 

*/ 
double 

Precision = 0.000001; 

•define NumSubnets = 2 

Subnet 
subnet • = 

•C 
{ NULL, 0, NULL, 0, NULL, 0, NULL, NULL, 0 >, 

{ "station", station.NumPlaces, station.Place, 

0, NULL, 

station.NumTimedActivities, station.TimedActivity, 

station_EateEeward, NULL, 0 >, 

{ "bus", bus.NumPlaces, bus.Place, 

0, NULL, 

bus.NumTimedActivities, bus.TimedActivity, 

bus.EateEeward, NULL, 0 } 

>; 

String 

namePerfVarQ = 

{ "Queue Length" >; 

Num 

numPerfVar = 

{ l >; 

/* 
* The initial marking. 

* /  
Num 

numLevels = 
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{ 3 >, 

numlnLevels • = 

{ 0, 0, 0 >, 
globalRout • « 

{  0,  0 ,  0  >,  
•globalSubMark • «= 

{ 0. 0, 0 >; 

Num 

ArrCommPlaces.LevO.RoutO • * 

•C 0 >. 
ArrCommPlaces_Lev2„RoutO • * 

{ l, o, l >; 

RepJoin 

InitMark_Lev2_RoutO • • 

{ { 1, 3, ArrCommPlaces_Lev2_RoutO, 0 } ]-; 

Rep 

NextLev_Lev2_RoutOD • 

{ { 10, InitMark_Lev2_RoutO } }; 

Rep 

•NextLevArr_Levl_RoutO • = 

NextLev_Lev2_RoutO, 

NULL 

>; 

RepJoin 

InitHark_Levl_RoutOD = 

•C { -10, 0, NULL, 10 > >, 

InitMark_Levl_RoutlQ » 

{ { 2, 0, NULL, 0 > >; 

RepJoin 

*NextLevArr_LevO_RoutO • * 

InitHark_Levl_RoutO, 

InitMark.Levl.Routl, 

NULL 

>; 

RepJoin 

initialMarkingD = 
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{ { 0, 1, ArrCommPlaces.LevO.RoutO, 2 > >; 

State 

initialStateD « 

•C { initialMarking, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL > >; 

* endif /* LAN.H */ 

Once the composed model is completely specified, a main program file (main.c) is 

created that includes the include file of the composed model. Since a union cannot be 

intialized in an include file, nextLevelArr in the RepJoin structure has to be initialized 

in this file. To run the program, this file is compiled and linked with 1) all the subnet 

libraries. 2) libRBMC.a 3) libdefault-procs.a 4) libm.a. A listing of this file for the 

celebrated LAN example is given below. 

#include "lan.h" 

•include <global_RBMC.h> 

extern RepJoin *copyMark(), *ger.NewMark(); 

extern MarkArr *genMarkArr(); 

extern void genProcessO , print.f ilesO; 

main() 

{ 

initialMarking->nextLevArr.repJoin = NextLevArr.LevO.RoutO; 

InitMark_Levl_RoutO->nextLevArr.rep = NextLevArr_Levl_RoutO; 

genProcessO; 

print.files(setState[0], numSetState); 

> 
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